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GLOBAL WELL-POSEDNESS OF NLS WITH A ROUGH POTENTIAL
BELOW THE ENERGY NORM
YOUNGHUN HONG
Abstract. We show that a 3d cubic defocusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation with a
potential is globally well-posed in Hs for s ą 5
6
, provided that a potential is contained in
B X L8 and its negative part has small global Kato norm, where
B “
!
V :
8ÿ
k“´8
2k{2}V }L2p2kď|x|ă2k`1q ă 8
)
.
The proof is based on the approach of Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-Takaoka-Tao [8], called
the I-method, but in order to deal with a rough potential, we modify harmonic analysis
tools by spectral theory.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we consider a 3d cubic defocusing nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
(NLSV ) iut `∆u´ V u´ |u|2u “ 0; up0q “ u0 P Hs,
where u “ upt, xq is complex-valued, pt, xq P RˆR3 and V “ V pxq is a real-valued potential.
It is known that for a large class of short-range potentials, NLSV is locally(-in-time) well-
posed in Hs for s P p1
2
, 1s (see [14]). Such solutions satisfy the mass conservation law
M ruptqs “
ż
R3
|upt, xq|2dx “M ru0s,
and H1 solutions satisfy the energy conservation law
Eruptqs “ 1
2
ż
R3
|∇upt, xq|2 ` V pxq|upt, xq|2dx` 1
4
ż
R3
|upt, xq|4dx “ Eru0s
during their existence time. The uniform bound from these conservation laws then yields
global(-in-time) well-posedness in H1.
Our goal is to lower the required regularity for global well-posedness to that for local
well-posedness ps ą 1
2
q. At the same time, we also aim to include as large a potential class
as possible. Indeed, the largest potential class we may hope for is K0, that is, the norm
closure of bounded and compactly supported functions with respect to the global Kato
norm
}V }K :“ sup
xPR3
ż
R3
|V pyq|
|x´ y|dy,
since it is the largest class for which Strichartz estimates are known [4, 12].
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In the homogeneous case V “ 0, Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-Takaoka-Tao established global
well-posedness in Hs for s ą 5
6
, using the I-method [8], which improves Bourgain’s Fourier
truncation method [5]: they showed that the energy of the smoothed solution Iu, controlling
the Hs norm, grows at most polynomially in time. Later, in [9], utilizing the interaction
Morawetz estimate, the same authors pushed down the required regularity to s ą 4
5
. Cur-
rently, this is the best known result for the homogeneous equation. However, as far as the
author knows, nothing has been proved for inhomogeneous ones.
In this paper, we first show global well-posedness below the energy norm in the presence
of a potential. We define the potential class B by
B :“
!
V :
8ÿ
k“´8
2k{2}V }L2p2kď|x|ă2k`1q ă 8
)
,
and denote the negative part of the potential V by V´pxq :“ minpV pxq, 0q. Then, we prove:
Theorem 1.1 (Global well-posedness). If V P B X L8 and }V´}K ă 4π, then NLSV is
globally well-posed in Hs for s ą 5
6
.
Remark 1.2 (Potential class). piq The assumptions in Theorem 1.1 allow us to use the two
main ingredients of the proof: high frequency approximation lemmas (Lemma 2.1 and 2.2)
and Beceanu’s structure formula for the wave operator [3]. The smallness of V´ guarantees
coercivity of the energy Erus as well as the absence of zero resonances (Lemma A.1).
piiq We do not assume any differentiability of a potential. For example, a potential with
the bounds 0 ď V pxq À xxy´2´ satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
Remark 1.3 (Morawetz type inequalties). The current technology of Morawetz type inequal-
ities for NLSV always requires smallness of the confining part of a potential, maxp x|x| ¨∇V, 0q
[11, 7]. Thus they cannot be applied to NLSV with potentials having large wells or highly
oscillatory potentials, for example. In order to include a larger class of potentials, we avoid
using the interaction Morawetz estimate as in [9].
We prove Theorem 1.1 using the I-method, but we also make several adjustments to deal
with rough potentials. When a potential is smooth and rapidly decaying, it is conventional
to treat the linear term V u as a nonlinear term, and use the Duhamel formula
(1.1) uptq “ eit∆u0 ´ i
ż t
0
eipt´sq∆pV u` |u|2uqpsqds
(see [6, Section 4]). However, if a potential is rough, the Duhamel formula p1.1q does
not make sense, since V u has infinite Sobolev norm even for smooth u. For this reason,
considering a potential as a part of the the linear operator, we use the Duhamel formula
(1.2) uptq “ e´itHu0 ´ i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHp|u|2uqpsqds.
Now we observe that the I-operator of [8] is not applicable to p1.2q, because a Fourier
multiplier I does not commute with the linear propagator e´itH . To solve this problem,
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we replace the I-operator by the I-operator, namely a smoothed high spectrum truncation
defined as a spectral multiplier. We then run the program of Colliander-Keel-Staffilani-
Takaoka-Tao [8] together with the following two observations. First, in high spectrum,
spectral multipliers can be approximated by Fourier multipliers (see Section 2). Second,
the wave operator is a convenient tool to derive linear and bilinear estimates associated
with H (see Section 3).
1.1. Organization of the paper. In Section 2 and 3, we present the key items of this
paper: high frequency approximation lemmas and the wave operator. In Section 4 and 5,
we prove the almost conservation law and the main theorem.
1.2. Notations. We fix a standard dyadic partition of unity function χ P C8c pRq such that
χ is supported in r1
2
, 2s and řNP2Z χp ¨N q ” 1 on R`. We define standard Littlewood-Paley
projections by zPNfpξq “ χN p|ξ|qfˆ pξq. When V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, using functional
calculus, we define perturbed Littlewood-Paley projections by PN “ χN p
?
Hq.
1.3. Acknowledgement. The author would like to thank his advisor, Justin Holmer, for
his help and encouragement.
2. High Frequency Approximation
2.1. Heuristic argument. We begin by a heuristic argument involving the distorted
Fourier transform. Let eV px, ξq be the solutions to the Lippmann-Schwinger equation
(2.1) eV px, ξq “ eix¨ξ ´
ż
R3
ei|ξ||x´y|
4π|x´ y|V pyqeV py, ξqdy ðñformally HeV px, ξq “ |ξ|
2eV px, ξq,
assuming that the potential V is good enough to guarantee solvability of p2.1q for all ξ P R3.
The collection teV px, ξquξPR3 is called the distorted Fourier basis, and the distorted Fourier
transform is defined by
pFV fqpξq :“
ż
R3
fpxqeV px, ξqdx.
The distorted Fourier transform is useful to analyze the linear propagator e´itH , see [15, 1]
for example. However, it is not a convenient tool in nonlinear analysis, mainly because
the simple convolution property FV puvq “ FV u ˚ FV v is no longer available. Indeed, it is
equivalent to the group structure of the Fourier basis eV px, ξqeV py, ξq “ eV px` y, ξq for all
x, y, ξ P R3, but this is not expected to be true for general Schro¨dinger operators.
We circumvent lack of the convolution property by considering distorted Fourier multi-
pliers F´1V pϕp|ξ|qFV fq with a symbol ϕ P C8c pp0,`8qq. Observe that if |ξ| is large, because
of high oscillation, the standard Fourier basis eix¨ξ almost solves the eigenvalue equation
p2.1q in distribution sense:
xp´∆` V qeix¨ξ, ψyL2 “ x|ξ|2eix¨ξ, ψyL2 ` xV eix¨ξ, ψyL2 « x|ξ|2eix¨ξ, ψyL2 for all ψ P C8c .
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Therefore, at least in high frequency, distorted Fourier multipliers can be approximated by
standard ones. For example, we may guess that
pϕN p|ξ|qfˆ q_ ´ F´1V pϕN p|ξ|qFV fq Ñ 0 as N Ñ8
in some sense, where ϕ P C8c pRq, suppϕ Ă r1, 2s and ϕN :“ ϕp ¨N q, and that the conver-
gence rate would be faster when a potential is more regular. If these are true, lack of the
convolution property can be overcome in many situations.
2.2. Formulation of the heuristic argument. We will make the above heuristics rigor-
ous. Suppose that V P B X L 32´α with 0 ă α ď 2 and }V´}K ă 4π. For ϕN as above, we
consider the spectral multiplier ϕN p
?
Hq, defined by functional calculus. Note that if both
the distorted Fourier transform and its inverse transform are well-defined, then a spectral
multiplier is simply a distorted Fourier multiplier ϕN p
?
Hqf “ F´1V pϕN p|ξ|qFV fq. From
now, forgetting about the distorted Fourier transform, we only consider spectral multipliers,
and we then aim to show that
ϕN p
?´∆q ´ ϕN p
?
Hq
is small for large N . This approach has two advantages: First, spectral multipliers are
defined for any self-adjoint operator by functional calculus, so we do not need to worry
about solvability of the Lippmann-Schwinger equation. Second, it allows us to avoid using
the distorted Fourier basis. Indeed, this basis is very difficult to deal with, since epx, ξq’s
are given only implicitly.
For notational convenience, we denote the difference of a Fourier multiplier and a spectral
multiplier by
Dϕ,N :“ ϕN p
?
´∆q ´ ϕN p
?
Hq.
The following two propositions explain the relation between local regularity of potentials
and convergence rate:
Lemma 2.1 (High frequency approximation (I)). Suppose that V P K0XL
3
2´α with α P p0, 2s
and }V´}K ă 4π. Let ϕ P C8c with suppϕ Ă r1, 2s and ϕN “ ϕp ¨N q. Then, for N " 1,
(2.2) }Dϕ,N}LpÑLp À N´α, 1 ď p ď 8.
Proof. By duality, it suffices to show p2.2q for p “ 1. For z R SpecpHq, we define the
resolvent by
R˘V pλq :“ s- limǫÑ0`pH ´ λ˘ iǫq
´1.
By the identity
R`0 pλq ´R`V pλq “ R`0 pλqpI ´ pI ` V R`0 pλqq´1q “ R`0 pλqpI ` V R`0 pλqq´1V R`0 pλq
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and the Stone’s formula, Dϕ,N “ ϕN p
?´∆q ´ ϕN p
?
Hq is represented by
(2.3)
Dϕ,N “ 1
π
ż 8
0
ϕN p
?
λq ImR`0 pλqdλ´
1
π
ż 8
0
ϕN p
?
λq ImR`V pλqdλ
“ 1
π
ż 8
0
ϕN p
?
λq ImrR`0 pλqpI ` V R`0 pλqq´1V R`0 pλqsdλ.
Then, arguing as in [13, Section 4], one can find Kpx˜, y˜q P L8y˜ L1x˜ such that
|Dϕ,Npx, yq| ď
ĳ
R6
N2Kpx˜, y˜q|V py˜q|
|x´ x˜|xNpx´ x˜qy3|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3dx˜dy˜
for sufficiently large N . Applying the Ho¨lder inequality and the Minkowski inequality, we
prove that
}Dϕ,Nf}L1 ď
›››¡
R9
N2Kpx˜, y˜q|V py˜q||fpyq|
|x´ x˜|xNpx´ x˜qy3|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3dx˜dy˜dy
›››
L1x
ď
¡
R9
››› N2|x´ x˜|xNpx´ x˜qy3 ›››L1xKpx˜, y˜q|V py˜q||fpyq||y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3 dx˜dy˜dy
À
ĳ
R6
}Kpx˜, y˜q}L1
x˜
|V py˜q||fpyq|
|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3dy˜dy
ď }V }
L
3
2´α
››› ż
R3
|fpyq|
|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3dy
›››
L
3
1`α
y˜
ď
ż
R3
››› 1|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3 ›››L 31`α
y˜
|fpyq|dy À N´α}f}L1 .

Lemma 2.2 (High frequency approximation (II)). Suppose that V P K0 X L
3
2´α
,8
with
α P p0, 2s and }V´}K ă 4π. Let ϕ P C8c with suppϕ Ă r1, 2s and ϕN “ ϕp ¨N q. Then, for
N " 1 and β P p0, 1s,
(2.4) }|∇|βDϕ,N}LpÑLp À N´α`β, 1 ă p ă 8.
Proof. Consider the case β “ 1. Since }|∇|f}Lp „ }∇f}Lp for 1 ă p ă 8, by interpolation,
it suffices to show that
}∇Dϕ,N}LpÑLp À N´α for p “ 1,8.
We take ∇ to p2.3q. Then, since the kernel of ∇R`0 pλq is given by
p∇R`0 pλqqpx, yq “ ∇x
´ ei?λ|x´y|
4π|x´ y|
¯
“ i
?
λpx´ yqei
?
λ|x´y|
4π|x´ y|2 ´
px´ yqei
?
λ|x´y|
4π|x´ y|3 ,
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by the above argument, one can find K1px˜, y˜q,K2px˜, y˜q P L8y˜ L1x˜ such that
|∇xDϕ,N px, yq| ď
ĳ
R6
N3K1px˜, y˜q|V py˜q|
|x´ x˜|xNpx´ x˜qy3|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3dx˜dy˜
`
ĳ
R6
N2K2px˜, y˜q|V py˜q|
|x´ x˜|2xNpx´ x˜qy3|y˜ ´ y|xNpy˜ ´ yqy3 dx˜dy˜.
Thus, it follows that
}∇Dϕ,N}L1ÑL1 À N´α`1.
For p “ 8, by duality, it suffices to show
p∇Dϕ,N q˚ “ 1
π
ż 8
0
ϕN p
?
λq ImrR`0 pλqpI ` V R`0 pλqq´1V R`0 pλq∇sdλ
is bounded on L1. But, by integration by parts, we have
pR`0 pλq∇qpx, yq “ ´∇y
´ ei?λ|x´y|
4π|x´ y|
¯
“ ∇x
´ ei?λ|x´y|
4π|x´ y|
¯
.
Hence, repeating the same procedure, we prove that
}∇Dϕ,N}L8ÑL8 “ }p∇Dϕ,N q˚}L1ÑL1 À N´α`1.
Finally, by interpolation between p2.2q and p2.4q with β “ 1, we complete the proof. 
Similarly, in high frequency, |∇|´1 and H1{2 are cancelled out up to small error:
Corollary 2.3. If V P K0 X L
3
2´α
,8
with α P p0, 2s and }V´}K ă 4π, then for N " 1,
}PN |∇|´1H1{2 ´ PN }LpÑLp À N´α, 32 ă p ă 8.
Proof. First, we write
xpPN |∇|´1H1{2 ´ PN qf, gyL2 “ xf, pH1{2|∇|´1PN ´ PN qgyL2
“ xf,H1{2p|∇|´1PN ´H´
1
2PN qgyL2 ď }f}Lp}H1{2p|∇|´1PN ´H´
1
2PN qg}Lp1 .
Then, by the norm equivalence (Lemma 3.5 below) with 1 ă p1 ă 3
2
, we get
}H1{2p|∇|´1PN ´H´ 12PN qg}Lp1 À }|∇|p|∇|´1PN ´H´
1
2PN qg}Lp1 .
Observe that |∇|´1PN and H1{2PN have the same symbol λ´1χN . It thus follows from
Lemma 2.1 that
}H1{2p|∇|´1PN ´H´
1
2PN qg}Lp1 À N´1N´α`1}g}Lp1 “ N´α}g}Lp1 .
By duality, we obtain the corollary. 
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3. Wave Operators and their Applications
We define the (forward-in-time) wave operator by
W :“ s- lim
tÑ`8e
itHe´itp´∆q.
The wave operator is a useful tool because of its intertwining property: for any Borel
function m : RÑ C,
(3.1) mpHqPc “Wmp´∆qW ˚,
where Pc is the spectral projection to the continuous spectrum and W
˚ is the dual of W .
In [3], Beceanu obtained the structure formula for the wave operator. Let Op3q “ tS P
BpR3,R3q : S˚S “ Iu be the group of orthogonal linear transformations on R3. We say that
ψ P L8 is a zero resonance if pI ` p´∆q´1V qψ “ 0.
Theorem 3.1 (Structure of the wave operator [3]). If V P B and that H does not have a
zero resonance, then there exists a measure gs,ypxq such that
pWfqpxq “ fpxq `
ż
R3
´ ż
Op3q
fpsx` yqdgs,ypxq
¯
dy,
and
ş
R3
ş
Op3q d}gs,ypxq}L8x dy ă 8. Thus, W is bounded on Lp for 1 ď p ď 8.
Remark 3.2. piq In [3], the definition of a zero resonance is slightly different, but it is
essentially equivalent to that in Theorem 3.1 (see p2.4q of [3]).
piiq If V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, H has no zero resonance (so Pc “ 0) (Lemma A.1).
By Theorem 3.1 and the intertwining property, one can easily derive the following esti-
mates from the homogeneous analogues:
Lemma 3.3 (Spectral multiplier theorem). Suppose that V P B and }V´}K ă 4π. Let
m : p0,`8q Ñ C be a symbol of order zero, i.e., |Bkλmpλq| Àk λ´k for λ ą 0 and 0 ď k ď 5.
Then,
}mp
?
Hq}LpÑLp ă 8, 1 ă p ă 8.
Proof. By the intertwining property, the boundedness of mp?Hq “ Wmp´∆qW ˚ follows
from the boundedness of the wave operator and the classical Fouirer multiplier theorem. 
Remark 3.4. The spectral multiplier theorem holds for a larger class of potentials [13].
Lemma 3.5 (Norm equivalence). If V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, then for s P r0, 2s,
}H s2 f}Lr „ }|∇|sf}Lr , 1 ă r ă 3s .
Proof. By the spectral multiplier theorem, imaginary power operators H iα, with α P R,
are bounded on Lp. Applying the Stein’s complex interpolation to the bounded analytic
families of operators Hzp´∆q´z and p´∆qzH´z on tz P C : 0 ď Re z ď 1u, we derive the
norm equivalence. See details in [13]. 
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Lemma 3.6 (Sobolev inequality). If V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}H´ s2 f}Lq À }f}Lp ,
where 1 ă p ă q ă 8, 0 ď s ď 2 and 1
q
“ 1
p
´ s
3
.
Proof. The Sobolev inequality follows from the standard Sobolev inequality and the norm
equivalence. 
We define the standard (perturbed, resp) Xs,b-norm defined by
}u}Xs,b :“ }x∇ysxτ `∆ybpFtuq}L2τ,x
´
}u}Xs,b :“ }xH1{2ysxτ ´HybpFtuq}L2τ,x , resp
¯
,
where Ftu is the temporal Fourier transform of u and xH1{2ysxτ´Hyb is given by functional
calculus. We also define
}u}Xδ
s,b
:“ inf
v“u on r0,δs
}v}Xs,b
´
}u}
X δ
s,b
:“ inf
v“u on r0,δs
}v}Xs,b
¯
.
Lemma 3.7 (Strichartz estimates). If V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}F }LqtLrxpRˆR3q À }F }X0,1{2` ,
where 2 ď q, r ď 8 and 2
q
` 3
r
“ 3
2
.
Proof. By the Fubini theorem, the temporal Fourier transform Ft commutes with the wave
operator (see the structure formula in Theorem 3.1). We thus have
(3.2) }F }Xs,b “ }W x∇ysxτ `∆ybW ˚ppFtF qpτqq}L2τ,x “ }W ˚F }Xs,b .
Hence, Lemma 3.7 follows from boundedness of the wave operator and p2.5q of [8]:
}F }LqtLrxpRˆR3q “ }WW
˚F }LqtLrxpRˆR3q À }W
˚F }LqtLrxpRˆR3q À }W
˚F }X0,1{2` “ }F }X0,1{2` .

Lemma 3.8 (Some estimates involving the Xs,b-norm). If V P B and }V´}K ă 4π, then
}e´itHf}
X δ
1,1{2`
À }f}H1 ,(3.3) ››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHF psqds
›››
X δ
1,1{2`
À }F }
X δ
1,´1{2`
,(3.4)
}F }
X δ
1,´b
À δP }F }
X δ
1,´β
,(3.5)
where 0 ă β ă b ă 1
2
, and P “ 1
2
p1´ β
b
q ą 0.
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Proof. As we did in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we write
}e´itHf}Xs,b “ }W x∇ysxτ `∆ybW ˚FtpWeit∆W ˚fqpτq}L2τ,x
“ }eit∆pW ˚fq}Xs,b ,››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHF psqds
›››
Xs,b
“
›››W x∇ysxτ `∆ybW ˚Ft´ż t
0
Weipt´sq∆W ˚F psqds
¯
pτq
›››
L2τ,x
“
››› ż t
0
eipt´sq∆pW ˚F qpsqds
›››
Xs,b
.
Then, p3.3q, p3.4q and p3.5q follow from p3.16q, p3.17q and p3.18q of [8]. For example, by
p3.17q of [8] and p3.2q, we obtain that››› ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHF psqds
›››
X δ
1,1{2`
“
››› ż t
0
eipt´sq∆W ˚F psqds
›››
Xδ
1,1{2`
À }W ˚F }Xδ
1,´1{2`
“ }F }
X δ
1,´1{2`
.

Lemma 3.9 (Bilinear estimate involving the X δs,b-norms). Suppose that V P B and }V´}K ă
4π. If PN1u1 “ u1 and PN2u2 “ u2, then
(3.6) }u1u2}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
À N1
N
1{2
2
}u1}X δ
0,1{2`
}u2}X δ
0,1{2`
.
Proof. By the structure formula for the wave operator, we write
uipxq “ pWW ˚uiqpxq “ pW ˚uiqpxq ` pČW ˚uiqpxq,
where
pČW ˚uiqpxq “ ż
R3
ż
Op3q
pW ˚uiqpsx` yqdgs,ypxqdy.
Thus,
}u1u2}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
ď }pW ˚u1qpW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
` }pČW ˚u1qpW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
` }pW ˚u1qpČW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
` }pČW ˚u1qpČW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
.
For example, consider
(3.7) }pČW ˚u1qpW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
.
By the Minkowski inequality, it is bounded byż
R3
ż
Op3q
}pW ˚u1qpsx` yqpW ˚u2q}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
d}gs,ypxq}L8x dy.
Observe that by the intertwining property, W ˚ui “ W ˚PNiui “ PNiW ˚ui is localized
in |ξ| „ Ni in frequency. Thus, applying the bilinear estimate in the homogeneous case
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(Lemma 2.1 of [8]) and p3.2q, we get
}pW ˚u1qpsx` yqW ˚u2pxq}L2
tPr0,δs
L2x
À N1
N
1{2
2
}pW ˚u1qps ¨ `yq}Xδ
0,1{2`
}W ˚u2}Xδ
0,1{2`
“ N1
N
1{2
2
}W ˚u1}Xδ
0,1{2`
}W ˚u2}Xδ
0,1{2`
“ N1
N
1{2
2
}u1}X δ
0,1{2`
}u2}X δ
0,1{2`
.
We thus conclude that
p3.7q À
ż
R3
ż
Op3q
N1
N
1{2
2
}u1}X δ
0,1{2`
}u2}X δ
0,1{2`
d}gs,ypxq}L8x dy À
N1
N
1{2
2
}u1}X δ
0,1{2`
}u2}X δ
0,1{2`
.
By the same way, we estimate other terms. 
Remark 3.10 (Sharp constants for scaled Schro¨dinger operators). The sharp constants for
all of the above estimates are invariant under the scaling V ÞÑ Vr :“ 1r2V p ¨r q. For example,
let CpV q is the sharp constant for the Sobolev inequality (Lemma 3.6). Then, by the Stone’s
formula for H´
s
2 and scaling, it is easy to check that
}p´∆` V q´ s2 fpr¨q}Lq ď CpV q}fpr¨q}Lp ðñ }p´∆` Vrq´ s2 f}Lq ď CpVrq}f}Lp,
which implies CpV q “ CpVrq.
4. Almost Conservation Law ñ Global Well-posedness
4.1. Perturbed I-operator. For large N " 1, let mN : p0,`8q Ñ R be a smooth non-
increasing function such that
mN pλq :“
$’&’%
1 for λ P p0, Nqÿ
MP2Z
´N
M
¯1´s
χM for λ P p2N,`8q,
where χM is a dyadic partition of unity given in Section 1.4. Due to the technical issue in
Section 5.5, we define the discrete perturbed I-operators by
I “ IN :“ mN p
?
Hq “
ÿ
MP2Z
mN pMqPM .
The energy of Iu is comparable to }u}Hs in the following sense:
Lemma 4.1. Assume that V P B X L8 and }V´}K ă 4π. Let s P p56 , 1q. Then,
ErIus À N2´2sp1` }u}4Hsq,(4.1)
}u}2Hs À ErIus ` }u}2L2 .(4.2)
Proof. For p4.1q, by the spectral multiplier theorem and the norm equivalence, we obtain
}H1{2Iu}2L2 ď }H1{2PďNIu}2L2 ` }H1{2PěNIu}2L2 À N2p1´sq}H
s
2u}2L2 À N2p1´sq}u}29Hs .
For the nonlinear term, by the spectral multiplier theorem and the Sobolev inequality
}Iu}L4 ď }u}L4 À }u}Hs .
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For p4.2q, by the norm equivalence and the spectral multiplier theorem to H s´12 I´1, we get
}u}29Hs „ }H
s
2u}2L2 “ }H
s´1
2 I´1H1{2Iu}2L2 À }H1{2Iu}2L2 ď 2ErIus.

We define the standard I-operators by I “ IN :“ mN p
?´∆q. As an application of
Lemma 2.1 and 2.2, we prove the following approximation lemma:
Lemma 4.2 (Approximation of I). If V P B X L8 and }V´}K ă 4π, then for β P r0, 1s
and N " 1, the difference I˜ :“ I ´ I obeys
(4.3) }|∇|βI˜}LpÑLp À N´2`β , 1 ă p ă 8.
Proof. Since both 1pHq and 1p´∆q are identity maps on L2 X Lp, we write
I˜N “ IN ´ IN “ mN p
?
Hq ´mN p
?
´∆q “ p1´mN qp
?
Hq ´ p1´mN qp
?
´∆q
“
ÿ
MP2Z
pp1´mN qχM qp
?
Hq ´ pp1´mN qχM qp
?´∆q “
ÿ
MP2Z
Dp1´mN qχM .
It follows from Lemma 2.1 and 2.2 that
}|∇|βDp1´mN qχM }LpÑLp À
#
0 if M ď N
M´2`β if M ą N.
Summing in M , we complete the proof. 
4.2. Almost conservation law ñ Global well-posedness. In the next section, we will
show that the energy of Iu is almost conserved:
Proposition 4.3 (Almost conservation law). Suppose that V P B X L8 and }V´}K ă 4π.
Let s P p5
6
, 1q. There exists a uniform δ P p0, 1s such that if ErINu0s ď 1, then the solution
uptq obeys
(4.4) ErINusptq “ ErINu0s `OpN´1`q, for t P r0, δs.
Now we will prove the main theorem, assuming the almost conservation law.
Proof of Theorem 1.1, assuming Proposition 4.3. Let r " 1 to be chosen later. We denote
Hr :“ ´∆ ` Vr, Vr “ 1r2V p ¨r q, IN,r :“ mN p
?
Hrq, urpt, xq :“ 1rup tr , xr q and ur,0 :“ 1ru0p ¨r q.
Then urpt, xq solves
iBtur ´Hrur ´ |ur|2ur “ 0; urp0q “ ur,0.
Observe that
(4.5) EVr rIN,rur,0s ď C0N2´2sr1´2sp1` }u0}Hsq4.
Indeed, by the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we have
}pHrq
1
2IN,rur,0}2L2 À N2´2s}ur,0}29Hs “ N2´2sr1´2s}u0}29Hs
}IN,rur,0}4L4 À }ur,0}4L4 “ r´1}u0}4L4 À r´1}u0}4Hs ď r1´2s}u0}4Hs .
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Now we choose
r “
´ 1
2C0
¯ 1
1´2s
N
2s´2
1´2s p1` }u0} 9Hsq´
4
1´2s ñ EVr rIN,rur,0s ď
1
2
(by p4.5q).
Then it follows from Proposition 4.3 that there exists C1 ą 0 such that
(4.6) EVr rIN,rurpC1N1´δqs „ 1.
Note that C1, δ and the implicit constant in p4.6q are independent of scaling. Indeed, }Vr}B
is invariant and }Vr}L8 is uniformly bounded in r " 1. As mentioned in Remark 3.10, the
sharp constants for all the estimates used in the proof of Proposition 4.3 will not depend
on scaling V ÞÑ Vr.
Take T0 “ C1N1´δr2 „ N
5´6s´
1´2s . Unscaling ur, we prove that the energy of INu grows at
most polynomially in time:
ErINupT0qs “ rEVr rIN,rurpr2T0qs „ r À N
2s´2
1´2s À T
1´s`
3ps´ 5
6
q
0 .
By p4.2q and mass conservation, }uptq}Hs also grows at most polynomially in time. 
5. Proof of Almost Conservation Law: Proposition 4.3
5.1. Time interval. We begin by choosing a short time interval r0, δs in Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 5.1 (Uniform interval). Assume that V P BXL8, }V´}K ă 4π and 56 ă s ă 1.
Then there exists δ ą 0 such that if ErIu0s ď 1, the solution u to NLSV with initial data
u0 exists on the interval r0, δs and it obeys
(5.1) }H1{2Iu}
X δ
0,1{2`
À 1.
For the proof, we need the following lemma. For notational convenience, we omit the
time interval r0, δs in the norm } ¨ }Lp
tPr0,δs
if there is no confusion.
Lemma 5.2. Assume that V P B X L8, }V´}K ă 4π and 56 ă s ă 1. Then, for δ ą 0,
(5.2) }u}L12
tPr0,δs
L6x
À }H1{2Iu}
X δ
0,1{2`
.
Proof. Split u “ PďNu ` PąNu. By the Sobolev inequality, Strichartz estimates and the
spectral multiplier theorem, we obtain
}PďNu}L12t L6x ď δ
1{12}PďNu}L8t L6x À }H1{2Iu}L8t L2x À }H1{2Iu}X δ0,1{2` ,
}PěNu}L12t L6x ď δ
6s´5
12 }PěNu}L2{p1´sqt L6x À }pH
´ 1´s
2 I´1qPěN pH1{2Iuq}L2{p1´sqt L6{p1`2sqx
À }H1{2Iu}
L
2{p1´sq
t L
6{p1`2sq
x
À }H1{2Iu}
X δ
0,1{2`
.

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Proof of Proposition 5.1. Applying Lemma 3.8 to the Duhamel formula
uptq “ e´itHu0 ` i
ż t
0
e´ipt´sqHp|u|2uqpsqds,
we write
}H1{2Iu}
X δ
0,1{2`
À }H1{2Iu0}L2 ` }H1{2Ip|u|2uq}X δ
0,´1{2`
À 1` δ0`}H1{2Ip|u|2uq}
X δ
0,´1{4
.
Then a small constant δ ą 0 will be obtained by the standard nonlinear iteration argument,
once we show that
(5.3) }H1{2Ip|u|2uq}
X δ
0,´1{4
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
.
Observe that by interpolation between }v}L2
tPRL
2
x
ď }v}X0,0 and }v}L8tPRL2x ď }v}X0,1{2` ,
}v}L3tL2xpRˆR3q À }v}X0,1{4 ô }v}X0,´1{4 À }v}L3{2t L2xpRˆR3q.
Hence, it follows that
}w}
X δ
0,´1{4
“ inf
v“w on r0,δs
}v}X0,´1{4 ď inf
v“w on r0,δs
}v}
L
3{2
t L
2
xpRˆR3q “ }w}L3{2tPr0,δsL2x .
Therefore, for p5.3q, it is enough to show that
}H1{2Ip|u|2uq}
L
3{2
t L
2
x
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
.
For the low frequency part, by the spectral multiplier theorem and p5.2q,
}Pď1H1{2Ip|u|2uq}L3{2t L2x À }|u|
2u}
L
3{2
t L
2
x
ď δ5{12}u}3
L12t L
6
x
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
.
For the high frequency part, by Lemma 2.1,
}Pą1H1{2Ip|u|2uq ´ Pą1|∇|Ip|u|2uq}L3{2t L2x
ď
ÿ
Ně1
}pPNH1{2I ´ PN |∇|Iqp|u|2uq}L3{2t L2x À
ÿ
Ně1
N´1}|u|2u}
L
3{2
t L
2
x
ď }|u|2u}
L
3{2
t L
2
x
ď δ5{12}u}3
L12t L
6
x
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
.
Thus it remains to show
}|∇|Ip|u|2uq}
L
3{2
t L
2
x
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
.
We split each u into the low and high frequency parts, and then apply the Leibniz rule for
|∇|I. When |∇|I hits the low frequency, it is bounded by
δ5{12}|∇|IPď1u}L12t L6x}u˜}L12t L6x}u˜}L12t L6x À }u}
3
L12t L
6
x
À }H1{2Iu}3
X δ
0,1{2`
(by p5.2q)
where u˜ is either Pď1u or Pą1u. When |∇|I hits the high frequency, it is bounded by
}|∇|IPą1u}L2tL6x}u˜}L12t L6x}u˜}L12t L6x À }|∇|IPą1u}L2tL6x}H
1{2Iu}2
X δ
0,1{2`
.
For |∇|IPą1u, we write
}|∇|IPą1u}L2tL6x ď }Pą1H
1{2Iu}L2tL6x ` }pH
1{2IPą1 ´ |∇|IPą1qu}L2tL6x .
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Applying Strichartz estimates to the first term and Lemma 2.1 and p5.2q to the second
term, we bound }|∇|IPą1u}L2tL6x by „ }H1{2Iu}X δ0,1{2` . 
5.2. A priori estimates. Before proving the proposition, we collect a priori estimates.
Let δ ą 0 be in Proposition 5.1. We claim that we may assume that
(5.4) }Iu}4L8
tPr0,δs
L4x
ď 16.
Indeed, by Hs-continuity of uptq and p4.2q, one can find a subinterval r0, δ˜s where p5.4q
holds. Then, it follows from the argument of Section 5.4„5.6 with p5.1q and p5.4q on r0, δ˜s
that
ErIuptqs ď 2 for 0 ď t ď δ˜ ñ }Iuptq}4L4x ď 8 for 0 ď t ď δ˜.
Thus one can extend r0, δ˜s little bit more with the same a priori bounds. Repeating, we
extend to r0, δs. For simplicity, we omit this iteration procedure and just assume p5.4q.
Lemma 5.3 (Collection of a priori estimates). Assume that V P B XL8, }V´}K ă 4π and
u satisfies p5.1q and p5.4q. Then the following estimates hold:
(5.5) }H1{2Iu}LqtLrx À 1, }∇Iu}LqtLrx À 1, where 2q ` 3r “ 32 , 2 ď q, r ď 8,
(5.6) }u}L12t L6x À 1 (Lemma 5.2),
(5.7) }|∇|βI˜u}L12t L6x À N
´2`β (Lemma 4.2 and p5.7q),
(5.8) }I´1Iu}L4tL6x À 1,
(5.9) }I´1I˜u}L12t L6x À N
´2.
Proof. p5.5q: The first inequality follows from Strichartz estimates. For the second one, we
observe that by the norm equivalence,
}∇Iu}L8t L2x „ }H1{2Iu}L8t L2x À 1.
By interpolation, it suffices to show for pq, rq “ p2, 6q. Indeed, for the low frequency part,
by Lemma 5.2,
}∇Pď1Iu}L2tL6x À δ
5{12}u}L12t L6x À 1.
For the high frequency part, we write |∇|Pą1Iu “ p|∇|Pą1 ´ H1{2Pą1qIu ` H1{2Pą1Iu.
For the first term, by Proposition 2.2, we obtain
}p|∇|Pą1 ´H1{2Pą1qIu}L2tL6x ď δ
5{12 ÿ
Mą1
}p|∇|PM ´H1{2PM qIu}L12t L6x
ď
ÿ
Mą1
M´1}u}L12t L6x ď }u}L12t L6x À 1.
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The second term is bounded by Strichartz estimates.
p5.8q: Similarly, for the low and high frequency parts, we have
}PďN I´1Iu}L4tL6x ď }PďNIu}L4tL6x ď δ
1{6}u}L12t L6x À 1,
}PąN I´1Iu}L4tL6x ď }|∇|
1´s
Iu}L4tL6x À δ
2s´1
4 }∇Iu}
L
2{p1´sq
t L
6{p1`2sq
x
À 1.
p5.9q: Splitting I´1I˜u into the low and high frequency parts, we write
}I´1I˜u}L4tL6x ď δ
1{6}I´1I˜u}L12t L6x ď }PďNI
´1I˜u}L12t L6x ` }PąNI
´1I˜u}L12t L6x
À }I˜u}L12t L6x `N
´p1´sq}|∇|1´sI˜u}L12t L6x À N
´2.

5.3. Outline of the proof. Let δ ą 0 be a small number given by Proposition 5.1, and
choose a large number N " 1{δ. By the persistence of regularity [14, Corollary 4.4], it
suffices to show the almost conservation laws for solutions in Ctpr0, δs;H2xq, where H2 is the
domain of the self-adjoint operator H. It will guarantee the following formal calculations
make sense.
By the fundamental theorem of calculus,
ErIupδqs ´ ErIu0s “
ż δ
0
d
dt
´1
2
ż
pHIuqIudx` 1
4
ż
R3
|Iu|4dx
¯
dt
“
ż δ
0
ż
R3
RerIutpHIu` |Iu|2Iuqsdxdt.
Plugging the identity
RerIutpHIu` |Iu|2Iuqs “ RerIutpHIu` |Iu|2Iu´ iIutqs
“ RerIutpHIu` |Iu|2Iu´ IpHu` |u|2uqqs
“ ImrIpHu` |u|2uqp|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|u|2uqqs,
we write
ErIupδqs ´ ErIu0s “ Im
ż δ
0
ż
R3
IpHu` |u|2uqp|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|u|2uqqdxdt.
Hence the almost conservation law follows once we show that
Term1 “
ż δ
0
ż
R3
HIup|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|u|2uqqdxdt “ OpN´1`q,
Term2 “
ż δ
0
ż
R3
Ip|u|2uqp|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|u|2uqqdxdt “ OpN´1`q.
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We will prove them in two steps. First, we approximate Term1 and Term2 by
Term11 “
ż δ
0
ż
R3
HIu
´
|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq
¯
dxdt,
Term12 “
ż δ
0
ż
R3
Ip|u|2uq
´
|Iu|2Iu´ Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq
¯
dxdt
with OpN´1`q-error. Next, we show that Term11 and Term12 are OpN´1`q.
5.4. Approximation step. We will show that pTerm1 ´ Term11q “ OpN´1q. First, we
write
pTerm1 ´ Term11q ď }HIu}L8t 9H´1x }Ip|u|
2uq ´ Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq}L1tH1x .
For the first term, by the norm equivalence and p5.5q, }HIu}
L8t
9H´1x
„ }∇Iu}L8t L2x À 1. For
the second term, we split
Ip|u|2uq ´ Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq “ I˜p|u|2uq ´ Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq ´ |u|2uq.
By Lemma 4.2 and p5.7q,
}I˜p|u|2uq}
L1t
9H1x
À N´1}|u|2u}L1tL2x À δ
3{4N´1}u}3
L12t L
6
x
À N´1.
It remains to show that
}|∇|Ip|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq ´ |u|2uq}L1xL2x À N´1.
We split
|I´1Iu|2pI´1Iuq ´ |u|2u “ pI´1I˜uq|I´1Iu|2 ` upI´1I˜uqpI´1Iuq ` |u|2pI´1I˜uq.
Then, by the Ho¨lder inequalities, the Leibniz rule for |∇|I and Lemma 5.3, we obtain
}|∇|IppI´1I˜uq|I´1Iu|2q}L1tL2x À δ
5{12}∇I˜u}L12t L6x}I
´1
Iu}2
L4tL
6
x
` δ1{6}I´1I˜u}L12t L6x}|∇|Iu}L2tL6x}I
´1
Iu}L4tL6x À N
´1;
}|∇|IpupI´1I˜uqpI´1Iuqq}L1tL2x À δ
1{6}|∇|Iu}L2tL6x}I
´1
I˜u}L12t L6x}I
´1
Iu}L4tL6x
` δ7{12}u}L12t L6x}|∇|I˜u}L12t L6x}I
´1Iu}L4tL6x
` δ1{3}u}L12t L6x}I
´1
I˜u}L12t L6x}|∇|Iu}L2tL6x À N
´1;
}|∇|Ip|u|2pI´1I˜uqq}L1tL2x À δ
1{3}|∇|Iu}L2tL6x}u}L12t L6x}I
´1I˜u}L12t L6x
` δ1{3}u}2
L12t L
6
x
}∇I˜u}L2tL6x À N
´1.
Collecting all, we conclude that pTerm1 ´ Term11q “ OpN´1q. Similarly, one can show that
pTerm2 ´ Term12q “ OpN´1q.
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5.5. Term11. We will show that Term
1
1 “ OpN´1`q. The proof will closely follow from that
in [8], but it has to be modified for the following technical reasons. Observe that by Fourier
transform, we write
(5.10) Term11 “
ż δ
0
ż
ř
4
j“1 ξj“0
´
1´ mpξ1q
mpξ2qmpξ3qmpξ4q
¯zHIupξ1qxIupξ2qxIupξ3qxIupξ4q.
In our case, we cannot take out the symbol p1 ´ mpξ1q
mpξ2qmpξ3qmpξ4qq from the integral of each
dyadic piece as in the homogeneous case [8], since the Xs,b-norm is not defined by Fourier
transform. To solve this problem, we will discretize the symbol. The Strichartz exponents
in [8] also have to be modified, because the norm equivalence }∇u}Lr „ }H1{2u}Lr is valid
only for 1 ă r ă 3.
We introduce a new Littlewood-Paley projection QM :“ pχ˜M fˆq_ where
χ˜M pλq :“ mpMqχM pλqř
KP2Z mpKqχKpλq
.
Observe that
1
m
“ 1ř
KmpKqχK
“
ÿ
M
χMř
KmpKqχK
“
ÿ
M
1
mpMq
mpMqχMř
K mpKqχK
“
ÿ
M
χ˜M
mpMq ,
and thus
I´1f “
ÿ
M
1
mpMqQMf.
Using two Littlewood-Paley projections PM and QM , we decompose p5.10q into the sum of
dyadic pieces
(5.11)
´
1´ mpN1q
mpN2qmpN3qmpN4q
¯ ż δ
0
ż
R3
v1v2v3v4dxdt,
where v1 “ PN1pHIuq and vi “ QNiIu for i “ 2, 3, 4. By symmetry, we may restrict the
case N2 ě N3 ě N4 in the sum. Note also that N1 À N2 in p5.11q, sinceż
R3
v1v2v3v4dx “
ż
ř
4
i“1 ξi“0
pv1pξ1qvˆ2pξ2q pv3pξ3qvˆ4pξ4q.
We split the sum into the following sub-cases.
(Term11, Case 1: N2 ! N) In this case, the symbol is zero, and therefore p5.11q “ 0.
(Term11, Case 2: N2 Á N " N3 ě N4 ñ N1 „ N2) By the mean value theorem,ˇˇˇ
1´ mpN1q
mpN2qmpN3qmpN4q
ˇˇˇ
“ |mpN2q ´mpN1q|
mpN2q À
|∇mpN2q|
mpN2q |N2 ´N1| À
N3
N2
.
Using this bound and the the Ho¨lder inequality, we write
|p5.11q| À N3
N2
}v1}L24{5t L36{13x }v2}L8{3´t L4x}v3}L24{5t L36{13x }v4}L24{5`t L36x .
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Note that p24
5
, 36
13
q and p8
3
, 4q are Strichartz exponent pairs. Thus, the norm equivalence
(36
13
ă 3) and Lemma 5.3,
(5.12)
}v1}L24{5t L36{13x À N1}|∇|
´1HIu}
L
24{5
t L
36{13
x
„ N1}H1{2Iu}L24{5t L36{13x À N1 „ N2;
}v2}L8{3´t L4x „ δ
0`}v2}L8{3t L4x ď δ
0`N´12 }∇Iu}L8{3t L4x À δ
0`N´12 ;
}v3}L24{5t L36{13x „ N
´1
3 }∇Iu}L24{5t L36{13x „ N
´1
3 ;
}v4}L24{5`t L36x À }|∇|
1`v4}L24{5`t L36{13´x À N
0`
4 }∇Iu}L24{5`t L36{13´x À N
0`
4 ,
where 36
13
´ is chosen so that p24
5
`, 36
13
´q is a Strichartz exponent pair. Therefore, we obtain
|p5.11q| À δ0`N´12 N0`4 .
Summing up, we prove that
ř
Case 2 |p5.11q| À δ0`N´1`.
(Term11, Case 3: N2 ě N3 Á N) Now, we use the trivial bound
(5.13)
ˇˇˇ
1´ mpN1q
mpN2qmpN3qmpN4q
ˇˇˇ
À mpN1q
mpN2qmpN3qmpN4q
for the symbol, and consider the following six sub-cases separately.
(Case 3-1a: N1 „ N2 ě N3 Á N ; N4 ď N) Similarly, bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2
in L
8{3´
t L
4
x and v4 in L
24{5´
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we write
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
3
N1´s
N1N
0`
4
N2N3
δ0`}|∇|´1v1}L24{5t L36{13x }∇v2}L8{3t L4x .
Summing in N3, N4, we obtainÿ
Case 3-1a
|p5.11q| À δ0`N´1`
ÿ
N1„N2ÁN
}|∇|´1v1}L24{5t L36{13x }∇v2}L8{3t L4x .
By Corollary 2.3, Lemma 2.1 and p5.6q, we approximate |∇|´1v1 “ PN1 |∇|´1HIu by
PN1H
1{2Iu with error N´21 }H1{2Iu}L24{5t L36{13x À N
´2
1 , and approximate QN2 |∇|Iu by
QN2H
1{2Iu with error N´12 }Iu}L8{3t L4x ď δ
3{8N´12 }Iu}L8t L4x À N´12 , where QM “ χ˜M p
?
Hq.
Therefore, by Strichartz estimates, we obtainÿ
Case 3-1a
|p5.11q| À δ0`N´1`
ÿ
N1„N2
}PN1H1{2Iu}L24{5t L36{13x }QN2H
1{2Iu}
L
8{3
t L
4
x
` δ0`N´1`
À δ0`N´1`
ÿ
N1„N2
}PN1H1{2Iu}X δ
0,1{2`
}QN2H1{2Iu}X δ
0,1{2`
` δ0`N´1`.
Finally, using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to sum in N1, N2, we conclude thatÿ
Case 3-1a
|p5.11q| À δ0`N´1`.
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(Case 3-1b: N1 „ N2 ě N3 Á N ; N4 ě N) Bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2 in L8{3t L4x
and v4 in L
24{5
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we get
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
3 N
1´s
4
N2p1´sq
N1
N2N3
}|∇|´1v1}L24{5t L36{13x }∇v2}L8{3t L4x
“ N´2p1´sqN´s3 N1´s4 }|∇|´1v1}L24{5t L36{13x }∇v2}L8{3t L4x .
Summing in N3, N4 and using the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to sum in N1, N2 as we did
in Case 3-1a, we obtain
ř
Case 3-1b |p5.11q| À N´1.
(Case 3-2a: N2 „ N3 Á N ; N1 ď N , N4 ď N) Bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2 in
L
8{3´
t L
4
x and v4 in L
24{5`
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we get
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3
N2p1´sq
N1N
0`
4
N2N3
δ0` À δ0`N´1`2sN´2s2 N0`4 .
(Case 3-2b: N2 „ N3 Á N ; N1 ě N , N4 ď N) Bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2 in
L
8{3´
t L
4
x and v4 in L
24{5`
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we get
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3
N1´sN1´s1
N1N
0`
4
N2N3
δ0` À δ0`N´p1´sqN´s2 N0`4 .
(Case 3-2c: N2 „ N3 Á N ; N1 ď N , N4 ě N) Bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2 in
L
8{3
t L
4
x and v4 in L
24{5
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we get
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3 N
1´s
4
N3p1´sq
N1
N2N3
À N´3p1´sqN1´2s2 N1´s4 .
(Case 3-2d: N2 „ N3 Á N ; N1, N4 ě N). Bounding v1, v3 in L24{5t L36{13x , v2 in L8{3t L4x
and v4 in L
24{5
t L
36
x with p5.12q, we get
|p5.11q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3 N
1´s
4
N1´s1 N2p1´sq
N1
N2N3
À N´2p1´sqN´s2 N1´s4 .
For the above four sub-cases, we sum directly in N2, N3, N4. Collecting all, we conclude
that Term11 “ OpN´1`q.
5.6. Term12. As we did for Term
1
1, we write Term
1
2 as sum of
(5.14)
´
1´ mpN1q
mpN2qmpN3qmpN4q
¯ż δ
0
ż
R3
w1v2v3v4dxdt,
where w1 “ PN1Ip|u|2uq and vi “ QNiIu for i “ 2, 3, 4. By symmetry, we may restrict to
the case where N2 ě N3 ě N4.
(Term12, Case 1: N2 ! N) In this case, the symbol is zero, and thus p5.14q “ 0.
(Term12, Case 2: N2 Á N). Applying p5.12q with mpN1q ď 1 and the Plancherel theorem,
we write
|p5.14q| À pmpN2qmpN3qmpN4qq´1}w1v2v3v4}L1t,x .
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Consider the following three sub-cases.
(Case 2a: N2 Á N " N3 ě N4) By the Ho¨lder inequality, the Sobolev inequality and
Lemma 5.3, we get
|p5.14q| ď mpN2q´1}w1}L2´t L2x}v2}L8{3t L4x}v3}L16t L8x}v4}L16`t L8x
À N
1´s
2
N1´s
δ0`}u}3
L6t,x
N´12 }∇Iu}L8{3t L4x}∇Iu}L16t L24{11x N
0`
4 }∇Iu}L16`t L24{11´x
À δ0`N´p1´sqN´s2 N0`4 .
(Case 2b: N2 ě N3 Á N " N4). Taking }w1}L2´t L2x , }v2}L8{3t L4x , }v3}L16t L8x and }v4}L16`t L8x ,
we get
|p5.14q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3
N2p1´sq
δ0`N´12 N
0`
4 “ δ0`N´2p1´sqN´s2 N1´s3 N0`4 .
(Case 2c: N2 ě N3 ě N4 Á N). Taking }w1}L2t,x, }v2}L8{3t L4x , }v3}L16t L8x and }v4}L16t L8x , we
get
|p5.14q| À N
1´s
2 N
1´s
3 N
1´s
4
N3p1´sq
N´12 “ N´3p1´sqN´s2 N1´s3 N1´s4 .
In each case, summing in N2, N3, N4, we conclude that Term
1
2 “ OpN´1`q.
Appendix A. Zero Resonance
Lemma A.1 (Absence of zero resonance). If V P L3{2,8 and }V´}K ă 4π, then zero is not
a resonance.
Proof. Suppose that ψ “ ´p´∆q´1V ψ ‰ 0 in L8. We will deduce a contradiction by´
1´ }V´}K
4π
¯
}∇f}L2 ď xHf, fyL2
(see Lemma 2.1 of [10]). Pick a smooth cut-off χ such that χ “ 1 if |x| ď 1 and χ “ 0 if
|x| ě 2, and let χR :“ χp ¨Rq. Plugging ψχR into the above inequality, we write
}∇pψχRq}2L2 À xHpψχRq, ψχRyL2 “ xpHψqχR ´ 2∇ψ ¨∇χR ´ ψ∆χR, ψχRyL2 .
For ǫ ą 0, choose ψǫ P C8c such that }ψχ2R ´ ψǫ}L3,1 ă ǫ. Then, we have
xHψ,ψǫyL2 “ xψ, p´∆ ` V qψǫyL2 “ xψ, pI ` V p´∆q´1qp´∆ψǫqyL2
“ xpI ` p´∆q´1V qψ, p´∆ψǫqyL2 “ 0,
|xHψ,ψχ2R ´ ψǫyL2 | ď ǫ}Hψ}L3{2,8 ď ǫ}∆ψ}L3{2,8 ` ǫ}V ψ}L3{2,8 ď 2 “ }V ψ}L3{2,8 À ǫ.
Since ǫ ą 0 is arbitrary, this proves xHψ,ψχ2RyL2 “ 0. Therefore,
}∇pψχRq}2L2 À x´2∇ψ ¨∇χR ´ ψ∆χR, ψχRyL2
ď
ż
R3
|ψ|2|∇ ¨ pp∇χRqχRq|dx`
ż
R3
|ψ|2|∆χR||χR|dx À R´1{2}ψ}2L8 .
Sending RÑ `8, we conclude that ψ ” 0 (contradiction!). 
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